Please inspect the item before you start setting up the application
process. If the decal is damaged, please contact us right away and
do not continue with the installation.
You can easily do the application by yourself, however, in case of
bigger decals, you may be in need of a professional support. If you
are installing the decal on the tailgate – please make sure that you
remove all emblems before application. Before you start, reel off
the stickers and let them get back in their original, flat shape.
We do not take responsibility for damages that are made during the installation process. MAKE SURE THAT
THE SURFACE ON WHICH YOU ARE GOING TO INSTALL THE DECAL IS PLAIN AND SLEEK (it will not
stick properly to rugged or scabrous surfaces – e.g. not lacquered wood). We advise you to preheat a
little the application area right before putting a wrap on it (use a hair dryer or a heat-gun). Also, make sure that
you install the wrap in a warm place (a room temperature) and leave it, when it is ready, in the same
temperature for next couple of hours (or just all night).
INSTRUCTION (Please take a look at pictures and READ ALL THE DESCRIPTIONS)
1. If the surface on which you want to install our decal has any other stickers or signs mounted on it, you need
to remove them. Wash the clear, flat and sleek surfaces with a cleaner to remove oils, lint and dirt.
2. If your application area is a way smaller than the decal you have received, you need to measure the widest
areas of the surface as you can see on the image number 2. Write down width and height sizes and add
to them 2 inches (1 inch from each side).
a. Now you need to trim the decal. Find the center point of it and mark the height and width that you
have measured on the step 2. (with an extra inches added for each side) on the back of the
graphics. Then trim the decal evenly with scissors or a knife.
3. Put the decal on a surface and place it at the center of it. Then use paper or masking tape to hold it still in
place at the top of it.
a. If you are placing the design on the back window that is splitted – cut the decal in the center point of
each pillars, as it is shown on the image number 4a. As a result you will receive three panels, that
will have to be installed separately, one by one.
b. If you are placing the design on the tailgate – see the image number 4b. Trim the decal where the
tailgate ends at the left and the right side.
c. If you are placing the design on the cornhole boards – do not trim the holes just yet.
4. Place another pieces of tape on left and right side of the decal (centered alignment) and remove the ones
that you applied earlier, on the top of it.
5. Peel back about 4 inches of the paper across the top of the decal – it will expose an adhesive part of the
item. Then fold peeled back paper between the window and the sticker. You can see it on the image
number 5. FOR WINDOW OR TAILGATE INSTALLATIONS ONLY: If you think it will not be easy, you can
use a little bit of soapy water to help – spray it on the surface and then put the adhesive side of the decal.
Liquid will make the item repositionable during the application process. DO NOT USE SOAPY WATER OR
ANYTHING WET TO SUPPORT AN APPLICATION PROCESS IN CASE OF CORNHOLE BOARD
INSTALLATION!!! BOARDS MUST BE COMPLETELY DRY.
6. Start sticking the decal from the middle top and go gradually down – see image number 5a.
7. Remember to keep the pressure on the part below the point where adhesive part is sticked to the surface –
where the backing paper is still attached, and to hold it downward and inward. See the image number 5a.

8. Use the squeegee and move it from the top down, right above your hand, that is holding the whole sticker
with downward and inward pressure. When you are done with the first part that you peeled down in the
step 6., you are ready to apply another part of the decal. Reach behind it and peel down another 4 inches
of the backing paper and repeat steps 6-9, until the whole decal is installed.
9. At the end use the utility knife to trim off any remaining amounts of vinyl and remove all paper or masking
tape by pulling it slowly back at about 45 degree angle. Make sure all of the decal stays where you applied
it. If you applied the decal on a cornhole board, cut out the hole now. If you applied the decal on the
tailgate, cut out area where a handle is. You can now stick back any emblems you removed at the
beginning.
10. If any large air bubbles are present, put a pin-size hole in the vinyl and use the soft or felt squeegee to
remove them. Try your best not to peel back the vinyl – it can affect the graphics and resistance.

